
Grange Park Primary School Year 4 Summer 2 Spanish

Spanish: ¿Qué llevas puesto? What do you wear?

Grammar

Verb to wear in the first person singular (Llevo or llevo puesto).
Verb to wear in the second person singular in a question (¿Qué 
llevas puesto?).
Masculine and feminine nouns in singular and plural.
Masculine and feminine adjectives in singular and plural.
Conjunctions. 

Key Sounds

J      ll      ñ      z       e
  

j In jersey (jumper) pronounced as h.

ll
In llevas and llevo (I wear, you wear) 
pronounced as Y

ñ In bañador (swimsuit)

z In zapatos (shoes)

e
In most of the words, pronounced like in the 
word EGG.

Culture

Bonfires of San 
Juan (Alicante)

Alicante celebrates the arrival of summer 
with the bonfires of San Juan. In a 
spectacular display of music, colour and 
fireworks, thousands of people throng the 
streets to experience this fiesta which pays 
tribute to fire.
To celebrate the start of summer, locals used 
to go to the countryside to dine on 23 June: 
they would eat traditional food and, at 
midnight, would light campfires, dance 
around them, throw firecrackers and swim in 
the sea. This custom endured over the years 
and in 1928 the fiestas of the Bonfires of San 
Juan were formally constituted.

Key Vocabulary

Spanish English

¿Qué llevas puesto?
Llevo …

Un abrigo
Un jersey
Un bañador
Una camiseta
Una camisa
Una bufanda
Unos pantalones
Unos zapatos
Unas botas
Unas gafas de sol

A coat
A jumper
A swimsuit
A t-shirt
A shirt
A scarf
A trousers
A shoes
A boots
A sunglasses

Blanco - blanca
Amarillo - amarilla
Rojo - roja
Morado - morada
Negro - negra

White in masculine and feminine
Yellow in masculine and feminine
Red in masculine and feminine
Purple in masculine and feminine
Black in masculine and feminine
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